Abstract. The development of nano-technology calls for a careful examination of anticipatory systems at this small scale. For the characteristics of time at the boundary between classical and quantum domains are quite critical for the advancement of the new technology. It has long been well recognised that time is not absolute even in classical subjects like navigation and dynamics where idealised concepts like mean solar time, International Atomic Time and Newton's dynamical time have had to be used. Time is the data of the Universe and belongs in the semantics of its extensional form. At the boundary between classical and quantum behaviour the uncertainty of time data becomes a significant effect and this is why it is of great importance in nanotechnology, in areas such as the interoperability of different time domains in hardware, where noise in the form of jitter causes a system to behave in an unpredictable fashion, a severe and expensive problem for anticipating how time is to be handled. A fundamental difficulty is that jitter is represented using numbers, giving rise to undecidability and incompleteness according to Gödel's theorems. To escape the clutches of Gödel undecidability it is necessary to advance to cartesian closed categories beyond the category of sets to represent the relationship between different times as adjoint endofunctors in monad and comonad constructions.
FIGURE 1. The Correspondence Principle between Quantum and Classical Worlds
The early development of quantum mechanics was quite within a system's paradigm. The quantum world and the classical world were different ends of the same system with a correspondence between the two as in Figure 1 . The use of classical wave mechanics to describe the quantum world has gradually eroded the 'correspondence principle' in an attempt to justify a quantum theory in its own right usually based on some concept of a probabilistic wave function. The view in this direction was mainly driven by modern physics where quantum phenomena are at extremely small scales of length and time and therefore a very long way from the everyday world. The correspondence principle enunciated by Bohr and fellow workers [2] is now referred to as belonging to 'old quantum theory'. However it is difficult to justify these developments in terms of a systems theory with the main tenet that one system is the same as any other. There it is difficult to accept that the quantum world and the classical world are different worlds. It rather leads to a more startling view that if the universe is all one system then the real world is quantum and the classical just a limiting view of certain observable phenomena. This is supported by the evidence that non-physical phenomena like for instance the behaviour of social systems do exhibit quantum-like characteristics in everyday life.
The integration of the classical and the quantum seems to result in a much more realistic and practicable approach to nano-technology which reifies the correspondence principle in engineering terms. The nano-technology occupies the territory of the correspondence principle as shown in Figure 2 . In Figure 3 . it is emphasised that the nano-world mediates between the quantum and classical world views of the universe. . The Nano-world hypothecated (after Cohen's method of Forcing [6] ) between Quantum and Classical Worlds where the Theory of Nano-technology resides
The aim is the utilisation of the power of the quantum world in everyday technology but with this great power comes greater complexity such as time jitter. To those that take a special view of quantum theory, phenomena like the Heisenberg's uncertainty principle are considered special without any classical corresponding classical analogue. This is one point where the systems theory approach becomes controversial. Under the system's paradigm Heisenberg uncertainty is but one example of a much wider class of undecidability which includes the results of Gödel's theorems.
There can be no doubt that there are types of time jitter that have long been recognised as existing in classical systems. Take for example the difference between solar time and sidereal time that has been important for navigators for some centuries and which is discussed further below.
CLASSICAL TIME JITTER
Time is usually taken as an independent variable in studies of anticipatory systems. For many everyday applications this may be a sufficient assumption but it is only an assumption and the theory of anticipatory systems needs to recognise the status of time. Time is extensional not intensional and there is no such concept as absolute time. This follows directly from Einstein's theories where the fundamental entity is space-time. Time is but a projection in some specific circumstance and then relative to the view of a particular observer. There can therefore be more than one time [16] . The present scientific definition of time is developed axiomatically as a single totally ordered sequence. The fundamental axiom is that the velocity of light has a finite limit, which is the basis of Minkowski space that we inhabit. By convention it is agreed in the Système Internationale (SI) that a common standard for the unit of time be derived from two frequency lines in the spectrum of Caesium-133. Other fundamental quantities like length (as a wavelength) are then defined in terms of time as established by this basic standard. However the unit of time itself cannot then be given by any more fundamental physical quantity. The everyday perception of time is bound up with our experience of the motion of the Earth and Sun, with the rotation of the Earth on its axis generating the diurnal motion of the Sun and stars in the sky as an apparent unit of time.
There is a classical time jitter between the diurnal motion of the Sun and that of a star -solar time and sidereal time. This jitter arises because the Sun's motion is both elliptical and in the ecliptic. That is the Sun appears to move as though the Earth is situated in one focus on an ellipse but not then in the equatorial plane with respect to rotation but at an inclined angle, that is the plane of the elliptic. The two units of time are therefore different and irregular over the sidereal or solar because motion around an ellipse does not sweep out equal angles in equal time. There are also higher-order variations long-term (by procession) and short-term (by mutation) both arising from consideration of the Sun-Moon dynamics because the Earth is an oblate-spheroid with a slightly greater equatorial than polar radius which would be equal for a sphere. The regularity is ironed out by using the concept of a 'dynamical mean sun ' On the other hand atomic time is standardised as International Atomic Time (TAI) which is the fundamental unit of the SI second and is the same second as defined in terms of the oscillation of the Caesium atom 2 . TAI and ET are independent but formally defined on the same time-scale. However even these time scales would vary if as some suggest the gravitational constant G is subject to secular weakening [7] . Proper time is defined along the geodesic of the world line as defined in general relativity for an earthbound observer. Coordinate time is the general relativity counterpart to the Newtonian dynamic time. It is not unique but chosen by convention recognised under the International Astronomical Union (IAU); Terrestrial Dynamical Time (TDT) is based on the SI second. TDT differs from Barycentric Dynamical Time (TDB), as needed for equations of motion of the planets with respect to the barycentre of the solar system. TDB and TDT are related by the judicious choice of the zero point and scaling factor in coordinate time. Stephenson [26] discusses the long-term variation in time related to the fluctuation of the earth's rotation but without the details of short-term causes.
Diurnal motion itself is not uniform because the rotation of the Earth is not constant. There are minute fluctuations probably arising from motion within the Earth's molten core but there is also a secular deceleration of about 10 −3 seconds per day per century. This is measurable from ancient records of solar eclipses where the zone of totality is displaced by several hundred miles from that anticipated in the past calculated on present day astronomical units [14, 26] . There is no universal time 3 . Classically the time jitter between solar and sidereal time is expressed in the equation of time. This applies for practical purposes in observation for navigation, which needs to be by reference to meridians related to the Earth's equator. For while the dynamical mean Sun is a fictitious sun averaging the true motion along the ecliptic, a further notional concept of the corresponding 'mean sun' along the equator is needed. The equation of time is therefore defined as the difference between the right ascension of the mean sun and the Sun's observed right ascension. The equation of time varies throughout the year from approximately −14 
TIME IN EVENTS
These methods needed to treat time in astronomy and navigation well illustrate the point that time is not absolute. There follows the conclusion which is rather startling at first sight with regard to the nature of events. Events do not happen in time: time happens in events. This was perhaps not fully realised throughout the twentieth century but nevertheless is quite clearly necessary in the theories of Relativity and Quantum Mechanics and evident early on in the work of Alfred North Whitehead. Although Whitehead's theory of process seems some way from relativity, his collaborator Russell writing some years later [22] says of the period when they were working together in the early 1900's:
Dr. Whitehead, at this stage, persuaded me to abandon points of space, instant of time, and particles of matter, substituting for them logical constructions composed of events. In the end, it seemed to result that none of the raw material of the world has smooth logical properties, but that whatever appears to have such properties is constructed artificially in order to have them. This is really quite remarkable because it seems that Russell anticipated Einstein's theories of relativity as well as quantum mechanics including the non-continuous nature of space, time and matter. It may well have been in accordance with these sentiments that Whitehead later rather turned his back on his not inconsiderable logicomathematical work in favour of philosophy, espousing the cause of 'process' as initiated by the French philosopher Henri Bergson [1] . Whitehead's exposition on 'Process and Reality' was given as the Gifford lecture for 1927 [28] . There Whitehead developed further his notion of an event in a more systematic fashion (but not in formal mathematics) as an 'actual entity' operating under 'prehension'. Without formal definitions his concepts like actual entity and prehension appear rather obscure. Now with the understanding of 'adjointness' in category theory [18, 15] we can recognise Whitehead's 'actual entity' with 'prehension' as an adjointness between his 'process' and 'reality' as in Figure 4 . In that figure the overloaded multiplication and addition signs represent respectively exactness and coexactness. There is an ordering relationship between the natural limit as a preorder of left exactness in matter and space with the dual coexact right co-limit as a partial order of the separate space dimensions and matter that we seem to perceive in reality. The 'that we seem to perceive' is a further complication which we need to understand in terms of the logic of Husserl's phenomenology [17, 4] , but not here. It seems that perhaps the reality of nanotechnology can help us with a better understanding of the philosophical concepts of process phenomenology. From Figure 4 we can see that jitter in reality whether in space, time or matter arises from perturbation in the state of process order in the world. A prime example is the observational effect of a gravitational wave passing as a jitter in time-ordered matter and space. However this predicted effect is yet to be reported [3] .
NANOTECHNOLOGY EXAMPLE
In nano-phenomena where different time becomes apparent it is necessary to anticipate time data independent of time itself (or themselves). A prime example in current nanotechnology is the interoperability of different time domains in the ASIC (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit) hardware presently available. In the example shown in Figure 5 , from [5] 
CLASSICAL TREATMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The practice in industry is to treat the uncertainty as noise and to provide a clock conditioner designed to generate an ideal time based on a classical model (and therefore presumably using Newtonian dynamic time) for a sinusoid oscillator additive phase noise, φ N (t), using the equation below (2.28 in [19] ) with t as time and other symbols defined below:
It follows that the (weak) anticipatory time correction is τ j = φ N (t)/ω 0 . Amplitude noise in addition to additive phase noise may be expressed as v(t) = V 0 (1 + m(t))sin(ω 0 t + φ N (t)) with the optimal behaviour given by v(t) = V 0 (sin(ω t )) where the oscillator output v(t) is a perfect sinusoid of amplitude V 0 and frequency ω 0 . This provides a higher order component of anticipation.
The capture of time data at this level exhibits the limitations of weak anticipation derived by statistical data modelling. The noise gives rise to jitter which is a measure of the displacement from the anticipated phase cycle: jitter is the variation in the cycle time of a signal between adjacent cycles. Figure 6 shows a taxonomy of the two main components of jitter, to be found in the literature, namely deterministic and probabilistic. Figure 4 suggests that these arise respectively from contravariant and covariant distinctions in the adjointness between process and reality. The former relates to bounded behaviour that is predictable and determinable, the latter to unbounded behaviour such as phase noise. Bounded behaviour is in turn comprised of three main components: periodic from data interferers and spurious signals, data dependent from data patterns and duty cycle from circuit non-linearities. Random behaviour may arise in phase noise from thermal, shot or flicker sources. Figure  7 shows how jitter arises through slight differences between some reference and some actual clock. Jitter is not just a theoretical problem. Because of its unpredictable nature it can cause chips to behave in an unreliable manner resulting, after the chip has been incorporated as a component of a production system, in expensive re-engineering of the design.
DIFFICULTIES CAUSED BY AXIOMS AND NUMBERS
The classical approach to jitter using the equations above is based on numbers. Therefore according to Gödel's theorems such equations suffer from undecidability and incompleteness. In a single local time system, jitter may not be a problem but it is an inevitable problem in multiple time systems where interoperability is required with higher-order operations.
The time anomalies described earlier arise from attempts to measure a system with numbers, when that system relies on assumptions. The anomalies are those expected from Gödel's theorems on undecidability [12] . Just because for practical purposes it is possible to make assumptions, these are really only valid for local conditions. Satisfying local conditions only is an example of another of Gödel's results namely that first-order predicate calculus is complete [10, 11] but only locally. The local time given as a particular meridian 4 has always been important for navigation purposes. Radio and TV have difficulties in giving the time to their audience across different time zones. The BBC World Service after experimenting with attempts to provide local time to various zones of its listeners has recently returned to its traditional practice of using GMT everywhere all the year round.
The theorems of Gödel are very relevant to the theory of anticipatory systems because time is fundamental to them. Classical methods of formal mathematics give only weak anticipation which is subject to Gödel undecidability and consequently of limited use for nanotechnology which needs the techniques of strong anticipation. Pure category theory has been developed in an axiomatic manner to handle all types of category, whether cartesian closed or not. The use of pure category theory may therefore still lead us into situations where constructions are undecidable. Applied category theory using cartesian closed structures is based on categories with natural stability, not requiring an axiomatic framework. In an attempt to avoid undecidability we therefore now advance to mathematical cartesian closed categories beyond the category of sets.
CATEGORIAL SOLUTION
The advanced categorical form is seen to call for the use of adjointness where time jitter is measurable as the unit and counit of adjunction. These measures are not a number and are therefore free of the difficulties such as undecidability attributed by Gödel to numbers. They are similar to those used to achieve simultaneity in database transactions as described by [21] . In the categorical view, time is part of the data and is with the system, not an external parameter. To anticipate time is a semantic operation, not a syntactic one. If the two time systems are not in complete synchronisation, the normal situation, then l −→ GFl and FGr −→ r, where l is an object in category L and r an object in category R, are not identities. There may still be a relationship in that the shift from an object in one category to another object in the same category after applying the two functors in turn is measurable using the triangles shown inside the categories. Although the triangles are drawn this way it should be noted that, as they are higher-order arrows, they actually transcend the categories. This relationship is adjointness, written F G. If the conditions of the two triangles are not met, then the functors are not adjoint one to another.
The two commuting triangles that satisfy adjointness integrate ordinary arrows f and g within categories L and R respectively together with the higher functor arrows Gg and F f between the two categories with the highest level natural transformation arrows η and ε, which coordinate the relationship between the two categories from their respective viewpoints. In more detail Figure 9 shows the objects and arrows involved in each triangle with 9(a) showing the situation in category L and 9(b) that in category R. The unit of adjunction η : l −→ GFl gives the displacement in L and the counit of adjunction ε : FGr −→ r that in R. Time jitter is measurable as the unit of adjunction and the counit of adjunction. These measures (units) are not a number and are therefore Gödel free. Coherence occurs [23] when the two triangles are satisfied, that is they both compose with Gg • η = f in (a) and ε • F f = g in (b).
If the two systems are completely in synchronisation then the two functors F and G are equivalent with 1 L : l −→ GFl and 1 R : FGr −→ r both identities. In this case the triangles shown inside the two categories in Figure 8 become reduced to a single arrow each. In L f is equivalent to Gg and in R g is equivalent to F f . Looking at the earlier diagram in Figure 7 the interpretation of jitter, represented as t τ − 1/ f 0 in [19] , in categorical terms is given by the unit and counit of adjunction. The unit of adjunction η gives the displacement from the point of view of process order with F selecting a different periodicity; the counit of adjunction ε gives the displacement from the point of view of notional time with G accepting a change to the periodicity selected by F. Figure 10 shows the adjoint relationship between the functors F and G, the former mapping the category for process order to that for Notional Time and the latter mapping the category for Notional Time to that for Process Order. The unit and counit of adjunction are also shown in this figure. There are a number of similarities between the techniques used here to achieve coherence in time with those used to achieve simultaneity in database transactions [21] . There is always some undecidability about the outcome as in transactions. While many aspects are deterministic, there are always non-deterministic features, which means that we cannot completely decide how time or a transaction will behave. The random part is undecidable and forms part of our understanding of the overall situation. Figure 11 is an expansion of Figure 8 to show how, after one cycle, an arrow f : l −→ Gr in L is converted to f : Fl −→ r in R. The unit of adjunction η gives the displacement in L and the counit of adjunction ε that in R. This gives coherence in time. If η maps onto ⊥ and maps onto ε then there is the special case of equivalence between the functors F and G, that is synchronisation of time. However, from the point of view of jitter, the single cycle of Figure 11 is not enough. This shows preliminary values for η and ε from changes to process order. A second cycle 5 is needed as shown in Figure 12 to revise values for η and ε after considering changes to notional time.
A third cycle is needed to produce final values for η and ε by closure of the previous two cycles. The third cycle therefore finalises the displacements of notional and process order for interoperability, enabling jitter to be handled in a coherent manner. The minimum number of cycles to achieve consistency is three [21] . The result after three cycles GFGFGF can be shown by an addition to Figure 12 and indeed this is done later but the diagram now becomes complex and it is convenient to move to the language of monads ( [18] p.137-142) to underpin our conceptual ideas. Even with this greater sophistication though we are not tackling the whole problem shown in Figure 3 where a composition of distinct functors needs to be handled. A monad is sometimes described as a triple 6 , comprising an endofunctor say T , the unit of the monad η and the multiplication of the monad µ : T 2 −→ T : Monad =< T, η, µ > A pair of adjoint functors is an endofunctor: in this case the source category of F, L, is also the target category of G. So for the endofunctor T as the pair of adjoint functors GF, F : L −→ R and G : R −→ L:
where 1 L −→ GF is the unit of the monad and GFGF −→ GF is the multiplication. For the monad to exist, the diagrams in Figure 13 must commute. A fuller explanation of these diagrams can be found at [21] . The monad construction with adjoint functors GF as the endofunctor provides a number of constraints very relevant to time:
1. There is a unique solution, ensuring reproducibility, through the adjointness F G. 2. The change in process order looking forward is represented by the unit of adjunction η; if η maps onto the initial object ⊥ then there has been no change. 3. The change in process order looking back is represented by the multiplication µ : T 2 −→ T , that is GεF. If GεF maps onto id T 2 then there has been no change in process order. Otherwise there is a change represented by η. The monad gives the left-hand perspective. There is also a dual comonad which gives the right-hand perspective, necessary to represent the changes to notional time. A comonad is a triple, comprising an endofunctor say S, the counit of the comonad ε and the comultiplication of the comonad δ : S −→ S 2 :
Comonad =< S, ε, δ > A pair of adjoint functors is an endofunctor: in this case the source category of G, R, is also the target category of Finally we combine the monad approach with the more detailed approach of Figure 12 . The motivation for the combining of the two approaches is to provide an architecture for comparing the times in detail, perhaps at a level approaching that of a constructive or functional program in computing science, while maintaining the more abstract approach of monadic category theory. Compared to Figure 12 , Figure 15 shows an additional cycle bringing the total number of cycles to three, together with the arrows for multiplication µ and comultiplication δ . The notation has been revised to match that of monads and comonads with T = GF and S = FG. For generality the family of arrows for f and for g are distinguished by primes ( ) rather than by or . The adjoint functors F and G mapping between the monad and the comonad are both contravariant.
The diagram in Figure 15 handles the time interoperability problem as follows. There is a unique solution, ensuring reproducibility, through the adjointness F G. The displacements in process order η and in notional time ε are given by the monad and comonad respectively. If there is no displacement in process order or notional time, that is η maps onto ⊥ and maps onto ε, then the relationship is the special case of equivalence between F and G and the times are synchronised. Determinism is measured through the arrow µ : T 2 −→ T (looking back). Closure is achieved through the third cycle with T µ (GFGεF) comparing the second and third cycles from the viewpoint of the third cycle (looking back) and δ S (FGFηG) comparing the second and third cycles from the viewpoint of the second cycle (looking forward). If GFGεF maps onto id T 3 and id S 2 maps onto FGFηG then the relationship is the special case of equivalence between F and G and process order and notional time are synchronised. Anticipation is measured through the arrow δ : S −→ S 2 (looking forward). This arrow as a free functor is non-deterministic. The anticipation is strong as it is achieved through the system itself, not through a model. Indeed δ is the fundamental unit of anticipatory systems.
CONCLUSIONS
It can be seen from Figure 15 that time can be defined absolutely as a natural ordering using the property of adjointness between monads and comonads from category theory. Interestingly with developments in functional programming languages such as Haskell, where the monad is being realised as a first-class abstract data type [27] , it is now possible to implement the structures developed here directly as a computer program. Returning to Figure 3 nano-technology can be seen as the composition of the two adjunctions F G and F G . In theory it is believed that three such composed adjunctions are necessary to define a system with closure, as reported in [20] . The monad/comonad approach of this paper also confirms that composition of three adjunctions delivers natural closure but in this case the functors are endofunctors.
